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The dollar was ending 2020 in a downward spiral on Thursday with investors betting a global economic recovery would suck money into risky assets even as the yawning U.S. twin deficits argue for an ever cheaper currency. Sterling jumped as he approved a post-Brexit trade deal with the EU. The Bears have also revived twin deficit excuses for shorting the dollar — that means
an explosion in budget and trade deficits and more dollars being printed and moved abroad. The external nose heart market will increase by US$102.41 million during 2020-2024 (Bloomberg) - Prime Minister Boris Johnson's post-Brexit trade deal was approved by Britain. Parliament less than 24 hours before the country's final split from the European Union. The House of Lords
gave the green light to the agreement late Wednesday, just a day before Britain leaves the EU single market when the transition period expires at 11p.m. On Thursday, Johnson thanked members of parliament for supporting the landmark legislation, which replaces the agreement he signed into British law with the European Union. The destiny of this great country now remains
firmly in our hands, Johnson said in an emailed statement after the deal was approved. We carry on this duty with a sense of purpose and with the interests of the British public at the heart of everything we do. The rush to get agreement through Parliament in a single day ends a four-year saga that has gripped British politics and divided the country. The turmoil over Brexit since
the referendum vote in June 2016 has seen the two prime ministers resign, cry in markets and fundamentally redefine Britain's relationship with its largest trading partner. For Johnson, it is a personal achievement as well as a political milestone. He was the face of a pro-Brexit campaign in 2016 and was politically the worst harmed by his failure to deliver an orderly divorce. There
are still risks for Johnson - and for the UK - in the months and years, with new rules for scrutiny on trade and cross-border goods likely to make disruption inevitable. The question of how close or distant Britain should be to the EU market is set to become a permanent feature of British political debate. It's not over: The key issue brexit deal leaves unresolved in the short term,
however, the deal gives Johnson a domestic victory in difficult times. His government is battling an emerging coronavirus that has already inflicted a deep recession for more than 300 years and now threatens to overwhelm healthcare. Under the agreement, there will be zero tariff, zero quota trade in goods between the UK and the EU - but very limited provision for service firms,
which make up 80% of the UK economy. The deal - struck on Christmas Eve - was signed by European Commission President Ursula von der Leyen and European on Wednesday According to a statement by a government spokesman, President Charles Mitchell, being sent to London Johnson.As watch being inked by ticks down to Britain's exit from the single market and
customs union, the premier will be in his Downing Street residence with his family. This moment will mark a new beginning in the history of our country and a new relationship with the European Union as its biggest ally, Johnson said. For more such articles, please visit us at bloomberg.comSubscribe now the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.S.T.L.K.E.R.
2' is set to ship in 2021, More than ten years after it was announced, and it's our first-in-the-engine look at PC and Xbox gameAsian stocks are set to end a tumultuous 2020 by hovering near record highs on Thursday, while risky currencies crushed near peaks 2-1/2 years, buoyed by hopes that the COVID-19 vaccine rollout will help beat the world epidemic. The upbeat mood,
reflected in overnight gains on Wall Street, drove to safe-haven dollars and currencies such as the euro, sterling, australian dollar and New Zealand dollar overnight didn't see higher than 2-1/2 in the year. E-Mini S&P futures rose 0.11% to 3,728.5, while MSCI's gauge of Asia-Pacific shares excluding Japan changed slightly at 661.76, hair breathing from its record high of 661.80.
The Australian actor didn't take himself too seriously in the throwback video. The Australian Associated Press' Brexit trade deal between Britain and the EU has now entered into UK law after the Johnson government sent it through parliament. Asian stocks are set to end a tumultuous 2020 by hovering near record highs on Thursday, while risky currencies crushed near 2-1/2-year
peaks, buoyed by hopes that the COVID-19 vaccine rollout will help beat the world epidemic. The upbeat mood, reflected in overnight gains on Wall Street, drove to safe-haven dollars and currencies such as the euro, sterling, australian dollar and New Zealand dollar overnight didn't see higher than 2-1/2 in the year. Australian shares lost 0.23%, while the Japanese stock market
is off on Thursday. CALGARY, Alberta, Dec. 30, 2020 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Cardinal Energy Limited (Cardinal or Company) (TSX: CJ) has announced that it has discontinued non-brokered private placements (Dec. 2, Private placement of 2010 secure notes for gross income of $16,244,000 and 8,122,000 units (units) at a subscription price of $0.50 per unit for income of
$4,061,000 announced in 2020). Proceeds from private placements will be used to repay Cardinal's outstanding 5.50% convertible subordinate debentures that are maturing on December 31, 2020 and for general corporate purposes. As a condition of financing, some directors participated in private placements 23% of the offering. Cardinal Insider currently own about 26% of the
company's diluted outstanding shares. To date, through its service providers, Cardinal has been approved for about $18.1 million in funding in Saskatchewan and Alberta from government abandonment and reclamation subsidy programs. Cardinal was active in the fourth quarter in its abandonment and reclamation activities and is expected to receive additional funding in
government subsidies later through these programs. Cardinal is expected to release its 2021 budget in January with a focus on debt reduction and additional asset retirement obligation expenditures. Cardinal's low decline will allow the asset base company to spend a minimum amount of capital to maintain its production with up to 10% of current production awaiting better pricing
before being reactivated. AdvisoriesForward View Information The forward-looking statement and forward-looking information (collectively forward-looking information) in this press release include within the meaning of applicable securities laws relating to Cardinal's plans and other aspects of Cardinal's anticipated future operations, management focus, objectives, strategies,
financial, operational and production results. Forward-looking information generally uses terms suggesting hope, trust, project, expectation, goal, plan, intention, may, will, will or will or similar future results, events or performance. The forward-looking statements contained in this press release speak only as of its date and are clearly qualified by this cautionary statement. In
particular, this press release contains forward-looking statements related to: Cardinal Trade Strategies, Focusing on plans and focus, the company's 2021 budget debt reduction and additional asset retirement obligation expenditures, the rate of production decline, the amount of capital needed to maintain production, anticipated future production, expectations that the company will
receive additional funding through future government abandonment and reclamation subsidy programs, cardinal environmental, safety and governance mandates and plans to operate the company's assets in a responsible and environmentally sensitive manner. The forward-looking statements about Cardinal are based on some key expectations and cardinal beliefs, Concerning
anticipated financial performance, business prospects, strategies, regulatory development, future production, impact (and the period thereafter) that will be on the COVID-19 pandemic (i) demand for crude oil, natural gas liquids and natural gas, (ii) our supply chain, our equipment and services required, and (iii) our production, transportation and/or our ability to sell crude oil, natural
gas liquids and natural gas; Ability of OPEC+ nations other major producers of crude oil to reduce crude oil production and thus arrest and reverse the steep drop in crude oil prices in the world; Future production rates, current and future commodity prices and exchange rates, applicable royalty rates, tax laws, future well-produced rates and reserve quantities, future operating
costs, demonstration of existing and future wells, the success of our search and development activities, the adequacy and timing of budgetary capital expenditure in carrying out planned activities, the timing and success of our cost-cutting initiatives. , availability and cost of labour and services, impact of competition, conditions in general economic and financial markets, drilling
and availability of related equipment, the impact of regulation by government agencies, the continued availability of our credit facility and the level of liquidity and our ability to obtain financing on acceptable terms that are subject to change based on commodity prices, market conditions and drilling success and potential time delays. These forward-looking statements are subject to
many risks and uncertainties, some of which are beyond Cardinal's control. Such risks and uncertainties include, without limitation: the effects of the COVID-19 pandemic; normal economic situation; volatility in market prices for crude oil, natural gas liquids and natural gas; state of the industry; our ability to use sufficient capital from internal and external sources; currency
fluctuations; misrepresentation of reserve estimates; liabilities inherent in the operation of crude oil and natural gas; environmental risks; mis-assessing the value of acquisition and exploration and development programs; competition from other producers; lack of availability of qualified personnel, drilling rigs or other services; changes in income tax laws or changes to royalty rates
and incentive programs related to the oil and gas industry; and hazards such as fires, explosions, blowouts and spills, each of which can result in substantial damage to wells, production facilities, other property and environment or personal injury. Management includes a summary of the above-looking statements and assumptions and risks related to further statements provided in
this press release in order to provide readers with a more complete perspective on Cardinal's future operations and such information may not be appropriate for other purposes. The actual results of cardinals, may be actually different from those expressed in performance or achievement, or implied by, these forward-looking statements and, accordingly, no assurances can be
given that any of the events anticipated by forward-looking statements will transpire or be, or do any of them, what benefits that Cardinal will derive from there. Readers are cautioned that the foregoing The factors are not detailed. These forward-looking statements are made as of the date of this press release and Cardinal publicly disclaims any intention or obligation to update
any forward-looking statements, whether as a result of new information, future events or results or otherwise, other than those required by applicable securities laws. Diluted share information The diluted outstanding share information contained in this press release is calculated on the basis of the number of outstanding common shares and the number of common shares that can
be issued on the settlement of outstanding share awards and the practice of outstanding warrants, but does not include common shares that can be issued on conversion of the company's outstanding convertible debentures. One of Cardinal's goals regarding Cardinal Energy Limited is constantly improving our environmental, safety and governance mandates and operates our
assets in a responsible and environmentally sensitive manner. As part of this mandate, Cardinal injects more carbon emissions than it directly has a negative carbon footprint for making us one of the few Canadian energy companies. Cardinal is a Canadian oil-focused company with operations focused on low-fall light, medium and heavy-quality oil in western Canada. For more
information: M. Scott Ratushny, CEO or Sean Van Spankeren, CFO or Laurence Broos, VP Finance Email: info@cardinalenergy.ca Phone: (403) 234-8681 Website: www.cardinalenergy.ca (Bloomberg) - The dollar continued its slide, weakening to the lowest in 2 1/2 years. The S&P 500 index edged into futures, while Australian shares moved lower, with Asian markets cut on the
last day of 2020. Markets in Japan and South Korea are closed. New Zealand shares dropped. U.S. stocks climbed, with smaller-cap stocks outperforming. Volumes were mild during the holiday week, with S&P 500 shares trading down about 25% from the 30-day average. Bitcoin has extended its record-breaking rally to surpass $29,000. Investors have pushed risk assets,
including stocks, to sky-high valuations this year, on expectations that comprehensive vaccine delivery in 2021 will reignite economic growth and boost corporate profits, and amid unprecedented stimulus. The MSCI World Index of Global Equities is set at the end of the year in or near a record high, surged nearly 14% in 2020 after rising nearly 68% since its March low. Investors
continue to weigh the expected stimulus against the development of the negative epidemic, Tom Essaye, a former Merrill Lynch businessman who founded the newspaper, wrote to clients. The market is aggressively priced in a lot of positive resolution for these events (and more) in 2021. On the coronavirus front, Covid cases in New York City are approaching a seven-day
average positivity rate of 8%, the highest in more than seven months. 432 deaths reported from California On Tuesday, marking a daily record, and a temperature snag delayed shipments of the Moderna Inc. vaccine to Texas. AstraZeneca Plc - the University of Oxford vaccine - was approved for use in the UK, adding a homegrown weapon to help slow the epidemic. Elsewhere,
the Bloomberg dollar gauge ticked down to its lowest since April 2018 as traders squared currency positions ahead of the end of the year amid thin liquidity. Here are some major events coming up: U.S. preliminary jobless claims figures are published Thursday. Most global stock markets are closing Friday for New Year's Day. These are the main moves in the markets: Stocks
&amp; P 500 Index futures rose 0.1% as of 11:25 a.m in Sydney. The S &amp; P 500 index rose by 0.1%. Australia's S&P/ASX 200 index fell 0.2%. Hong Kong's Hang Seng index futures fell 0.4% earlier. The currencies were at 103.20 per dollar. The offshore yuan traded at 6.5071 per dollar. The Bloomberg Dollar Spot Index declined by 0.1%. The euro was at $1.2297. British
pounds stood at $1.3630. BondThe yield on 10-year Treasuries slipped 0.92% a basis point on Wednesday. They won't trade until London opens due to vacation in Tokyo. Australia's 10-year bond yield was at 0.97%. CommoditiesWest Texas Intermediate crude fell 0.1% to $48.34 a barrel. Gold remained steady at $1,895.13 an ounce. For more such articles, please visit us at
bloomberg.comSubscribe has now reached an agreement with Johnson & Johnson's pharmaceutical division Jansen to acquire 90,000 doses of coronavirus vaccines with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg LP Columbia, President Evan Duke said in a televised address Wednesday. The Andean country, which has reported more than 1.6 million cases of
coronavirus and just under 43,000 deaths, had already secured deals with Pfizer and AstraZeneca Plc to provide 10 million doses to each of their COVID-19 vaccines. Colombia will also receive an additional 20,0,0,0 doses through the COVAX mechanism. Clinical trial supply market will grow by $743.90 million during 2020-2024KINGSTON, ONTARIO, Dec. 30, 2020 (GLOBE
NEWSWIRE) -- Focus Graphite Inc. (TSXV: FMS) (Company or Focus Graphite) is pleased to announce it has closed its previously announced non-brokered private placement (offer) for a total gross income of $1.15 million. The offer culminated in two final installments of $500,000 (second tranche) and $300,000 (final consignment), following the closure of the first tranche
announced before December 18, 2020, respectively. As part of the second tranche, the company released 10,000,000 units (flow-three units) at a price of $0.05 per unit. Each unit includes one (1) flow-common stock and a common share purchase warrant (via warrant). Each warrant makes its holder entitled to buy one (1) common stock at a price of $0.055 per By Dec. 22,
2022.In the stock, concerned with the conclusion of the second tranche, the company paid a cash finder's fee totaling $35,0 and issued 700,00 warrants (finder warrants). Each finder makes the warrant finder entitled to buy one (1) common stock at a price of $0.055 per common share by December 22, 2022.As part of the final tranche, the company released 3,000,000 flow-units
at a price of $0.035 per non-FT unit for gross income of $150,000 and $4,285,714 units (non-FT units) for gross income of $150,000. Each non-FT unit has a common share issued on a non-flow-thriver basis and warrant. Each warrant issued as part of the final tranche makes the holder entitled to buy a (1) common share at a price of $0.055 per common share by December 29,
2020.In in connection with the conclusion of the final tranche, the company paid a fee of $20,00 total cash finder and issued 528,571 Finder warrants. The cash finder fee represents 10% of gross income from a portion of the final consignment and finder warrants represent 10% of the number of units sold based on similar terms. Each finder's warrant issued as part of the final
tranche er on 29 December 2022 ingests the finder to buy a (1) common stock at a price of $0.055 per normal share. The securities issued in respect of completion of the second consignment are subject to a four month hold period ending on April 23, 2021. Securities issued in respect of final tranche are subject to a four-month holder period expiring April 30, 2021. The offer is
subject to final approval of the TSX Venture Exchange. Neither TSX Venture Exchange nor its regulation service provider (as that term is defined in the policies of the TSX Venture Exchange) accepts responsibility for the adequacy or accuracy of this release. Forward Looking Information This news release may include some forward-looking information and statements, including
the conclusion of offerings without limitation, statements related to the use of income and the company's ability to obtain the necessary approvals from the TSX Venture Exchange. All statements included here, in addition to statements of historical fact, are forward-looking information and such information contains various risks and uncertainties. There can be no assurance that
such information will prove correct, and the actual results and future events may actually differ from those anticipated in such information. The details of assumptions used to develop such forward-looking information and details of risk factors that may physically distinguish actual results from forward-looking information can be found in the disclosure documents of graphite focus
on the SEDAR website in www.sedar.com. The Company does not undertake to update any forward-looking information with applicable securities laws. About GraphiteFocus Graphite Inc. is an advanced exploration company aimed at focusing on its wholly owned Million Knife Flake Graphite Deposits located 27 km south of Firmmont, Quebec. In a second phase, changes within
the province to meet Quebec's stakeholder interests and to add shareholder value. Focus is evaluating the feasibility of producing value-added graphite products, including battery grade spherical graphite. Focus Graphite is a technology-oriented graphite development company with a vision for building long-term, sustainable shareholder value. The focus also holds a significant
equity position in graphene application developer Graphoid Inc., for more information about graphite Please visit www.focusgraphite.com.focus Graphite Investor Contact: Scott AndersonInvestor Relations (858) 229-7063sanderson@nextcap-ir.comFocus Graphite Inc. Judith Mazvihwa- MacLeanCFO (613) 581-4040jmazvihwa@focusgraphite.comAustralian Associated
PressSouth Australia has gone to close the border with NSW, Only with returning people move permanently and exempt the required passengers. Australian Associated PressNSW has reported 10 cases of community transmission of coronavirus, with five linked to Sydney's northern beaches cluster. (Bloomberg) - U.S. health officials acknowledged that launching a Covid-19
immunization campaign is crawling out of the gate, raising the possibility that the country may suffer from the same dysfunction in betting on all vaccines that control the epidemic for other measures. Only about 2.7 million Americans had been vaccinated as of Wednesday evening in New York, according to Bloomberg's vaccine tracker. With the remaining day in a year, that
represented nearly 13.5% of the U.S. stated target of immunizing 20,000 Americans by the end of 2020 — a number already lowering the bar. Click Bloomberg News is putting a tax on the Covid-19 vaccine tracker the task of giving shots that could end an epidemic that could have killed 341,0 U.S. residents to maximize benefits for a largely private medical system rather than
delivering public health. Governments and institutions are struggling with complex logistics to keep the shots cool, organized people's peers to persuade them to receive and those confused by a spate of online propaganda. Robert Wacher, president of the Department of Medicine at the University of California, San Francisco, said the Trump administration is repeating its serious
errors in testing and providing personal protective equipment. This is another expression of the lack of a federal plan with proper resources. This test issue is now applied to just a different setting. Wachter said not just testing but PPE. Each one of them has been depressed. It could be a sad one. with each passing If vaccines are sitting on shelves waiting to be administered,
those are the ones that will die because of this. MORE: 'My daughter was gone. My mum gone': How a family is coping with Losssenior public health officials said the pace of vaccination will accelerate as soon as next week. Nursing homes and other long-term care facilities are more likely to receive shots done as New Year's Morning and Holidays, said Nancy Messonnier of the
U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention. The leader of the logistics effort said it will take time to understand why the uptake has moved so slowly. We developed and launched a new data system that connects hundreds of existing systems at the state and local level, to allow us visibility so that we can see ourselves throughout the United States, said Army General Gustav
Perna. Meanwhile, states are improving new delivery systems and should gain access to the first shots that are rewriting priorities. Colorado on Wednesday said it would vaccinate people 70 and older, in trying to quickly immunize older residents — even though federal guidelines favor health care workers. Recipients are still registering in other cities and states, weeks after the
Trump administration made clear it considered its work once vaccines were given to hospitals and agencies. West Virginia residents and employees of long-term care facilities finished giving the first of two necessary shots, the first state to do so, Governor Jim Justice said Wednesday. The justices said the state is now vaccinating prison guards and emergency workers, and will
then target teachers and residents 80 and older. Julie Swann, a professor and supply-chain expert at North Carolina State University, said prioritizing groups for early shots is a bottleneck. States are deliberately weighing up the competing values of protecting specific people, such as medical personnel, against immunizing the general population as soon as possible. We have
many competitive objectives, and it's difficult to satisfy them together, Swann said. Mesonier, director of the CDC's National Center for Immunization and Respiratory Diseases, attributed the slow rollout to public health departments being strained by the epidemic, launching a vaccine campaign amid the holiday season and special handling and storage requirements of covid-19
vaccines. The formula made by Pfizer Inc. and Biotech SE needs to be stored below zero Fahrenheit to 94 degrees. That makes logistics more complicated than a simple flu shot, said Kris Ehresman, the Minnesota Health Department's infectious disease director. It's a new vaccine with new procedures that put in place, and he says sometime, Ehresmann said Wednesday.At at
least three shipments of Moderna Inc.'s vaccines were held back in Texas Weeks because they displayed signs of falling out of the required temperature range. Federal officials said they will assess what is working and what needs to be adjusted. Here's what I believe in: Every day, everyone gets better and I believe that the quickest will increase significantly as we go forward,
Perna said. State-elect President-elect Joe Biden has said the administration has failed to protect Americans and has promised 100,000 commentary in its first 100 days if Congress provides funding. But President Donald Trump made it clear in a tweet Wednesday morning that he believes local officials are in charge, telling states: Get ahead! New York Governor Andrew Cuomo
said during a news conference Wednesday that the large-scale undertaking has been grossly underestimated. Ohio Governor Mike DeWine chastised providers for moving slowly. DeWine said only 17% of the distributed doses have been administered in the state, which is home to some of the largest health care systems in the country, such as the Cleveland Clinic. Logistical
issues are slowing vaccination in hospitals. In long-term care facilities, some workers want shots. About 60% of those who have been offered the vaccine have denied it, Devin said. Grassroots logistics can be opaque across the U.S. Many residents are unsure whether they will get a shot from their doctor, at a government clinic or at a pharmacy. It is unclear how government



officials will verify the eligibility. Some states and cities have launched websites where residents can sign up to get vaccinated. Sorry, NoHealth care workers are the only people who can register in the District of Columbia. New Mexico created an online portal that allows people to register for vaccination after registering basic information. The state promises to contact registrants
when the shot is available. Essex County, New Jersey, is a system that turns people away in two clicks who aren't in health care or otherwise qualified: Based on your response you're not currently eligible for vaccination at the moment. Please check back as the CDC releases new steps and guidelines. Some states are already beginning to offer the vaccine more widely
recommended by the federal government. In Colorado, the vaccine will be available for everyone at 70 and up, Governor Jared Polis said Wednesday. Some areas may focus on health care workers while others may start making it available to seniors. Texas this week opened vaccinations for seniors to 65 and people over 16 with an increased risk for chronic and serious illness.
Governor Greg Abbott urged vaccine providers in a tweet Tuesday to use the shots quickly, as a significant part could be unused. California Medical Wacher said states are making it because they go. These large, complex ventures are millions of people to receive content, thousands of thousands And they really require federal coordination, federal programs and federal dollars
behind them, he said. If you don't you're doing all the improvements and it just doesn't work very well. For more such articles, please visit us now at bloomberg.comSubscribe to stay ahead with the most trusted business news source.©2020 Bloomberg L.P.Jon Ossoff, one of two Democratic Senate candidates in Georgia, for a live interview with a Fox News reporter Wednesday for
a live interview with the state's sRepublic Sens. China reported 25 new COVID-19 cases on Dec. 30, a day earlier than 24 cases, the National Health Authority said Thursday. The National Health Commission said in a statement that 16 of the new cases were imported from overseas infections. Nine locally transmitted cases came from the northeastern provinces of Liaoning and
Heilongjiang, and the capital city of Beijing. SAN FRANCISCO, Dec. 30, 2020 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Hagens Berman Penumbra, Inc. (NYSE: PEN) urges investors to submit their losses now. The firm is investigating a possible securities law violation. Travel: www.hbsslaw.com/investor-fraud/PEN Now contact a lawyer: PEN@hbsslaw.com. 844-916-0895Penumbra, Inc. (PEN)
Investigation: Check centers on whether Penumbra misled investors about the company's flagship products for treating ischemic strokes. On November 9, 2020, Research firm Quintessential Capital Management (QCM) published a scathing report about Penumbra and its 'killer catheter', concluding: (1) Penumbra's flagship 'Jet 7' device is linked to 18 recorded deaths, 39 injuries:
it can only be the tip of the iceberg '(2)[t] That device is unsafe and acapable: we believe an FDA Class 1 is very likely missed; (3) Penumbra may be highly misleading in important parts of his communication with doctors and investors; And, despite (4) [d] appearances, financial metrics are deteriorating rapidly, anticipating a potentially sharp drop in sales. Then, on Dec. 8, 2020,
QCM published another report superimposing Penumbra to use a fake character to generate support scientific literature for its products. According to QCM,[t] his fraudulent character appears to have been fabricated by management in a reckless attempt to hide his involvement with significant research produced with undisclosed conflicts of interest. Interestingly, Penumbra later
admitted that its co-founder Arnie Bose was the actual author of some challenged literature. Then, on Dec. 15, 2020, Penumbra announced it was voluntarily recalling all configurations of its Jet 7 Xtra Flex device because it may be susceptible to use and subsequent patient damage during injury or death. Most recently, on Dec. 28, 2020, research firm Marcus Aurelius Price
published a Penumbra Recall Closing Report just wasn't a matter of Luck however instead symbolizes more widespread rot. The report alleges Penumbra is improperly using a small Tennessee unit, as the 'independent' core lab has been used to decide several clinical studies of Penambra since at least 2013, even though it is registered to the Penambra scientific author and wife
of the site investigator. These incidents have driven the price of Penumbra's shares sharply lower. We are focusing on the loss of investors and whether Penumbra misled investors about the safety of the Jet 7 device, said Reed Cathren, Hazens Berman partner who is leading the investigation. If you are a Penumbra investor or have information that can assist in our investigation,
click here to discuss your legal rights with Hagens Berman.Whistleblowers: Non-public individuals with information about Penumbra should consider their options to help the investigation or take advantage of the SEC whistleblower program. Under the new program, whistleblowers who provide basic information can receive rewards up to 30 percent of any successful recovery
made by the SEC. For more information, call Reed Kathrein at 844-916-0895 or PEN@hbsslaw.com email. About Hegnes Berman Hegnes Berman is a national law firm with nine offices and 80 lawyers in eight cities across the country. The firm represents investors, whistleblowers, workers and consumers in complex litigation. The firm is located on more hbsslaw.com about its
successes. Visit our newsroom for the latest news or follow us on twitter @classactionlaw. Contact: Reid Kathrein, 844-916-0895 Australian Associated PressPresident Donald Trump and President-elect Joe Biden are scheduled to campaign ahead of the runoff election in Georgia next week which will govern the Senate. Senate.
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